• QCD phase diagram (1):
What is color superconductivity? direct Urca processes
ν-emissivity sensitive to magnitude of gap and number and dimensionality of ungapped modes tendency: need fully gapped phase with not-too-large gap to explain observed cooling (→ CSL?)
• Astrophysical approach (page 2/2)
• magnetic fields -spin-0, e.g. CFL "rotated electromagnetism" → no Meissner effect • Why compute bulk viscosity?
• r-modes: non-radial pulsation modes
• grow unstable in a perfect-fluid rotating star → emission of gravitational waves
• spin down the star drastically and quickly (within days)
• fast rotating stars are observed! ω ≃ 1ms −1
• must be some damping mechanism → bulk/shear viscosity • compression/expansion changes chemical composition
• system out of chemical equilibrium
external oscillation ω vs. microscopic rate γ
• Bulk viscosity is a resonance phenomenon Just like an electric circuit!
(slow process → store large chemical energy) • total rate compared to unpaired quark matter • Conclusions
• Bulk viscosity -shear and bulk viscosities damp r-mode instabilities -bulk viscosity of quark matter in a neutron star dominated by weak processes (unlike heavy-ion collisions; different external time scale) -2SC quark matter has larger bulk viscosity than unpaired quark matter in very young neutron stars
• More general -phase(s) between CFL and hadronic matter are unknown -use astrophysical observations to learn about these phases (cooling curves, rotation frequencies, magnetic fields ...) -how does quark matter deal with mismatched Fermi surfaces? exotic superconductors?
